Engineer creates military-inspired art as pastime

CCDC AvMC human factors engineer Jena Salvetti uses her free time to create military- and superhero-inspired art.

Subject matter expert receives NextFlex fellowship

Bruce Hughes, a CCDC AvMC electronics engineer and subject matter expert, was one of nine people inducted into the NextFlex fellowship in 2019.

Center employee honored with award for excellence

Jason Matheney, a matrixed CCDC AvMC employee, won the AAE Excellence in Leadership Science & Technology Professional of the Year award.

AvMC engineer recognized for outstanding leadership

Hunter Blackwell, CCDC AvMC WDI employee, was awarded the 2018 Foreign Comparative Testing Project Manager of the Year award for outstanding leadership on a recent FCT project.

AvMC teams develop Stryker simulator

An effort across CCDC AvMC resulted in a virtual trainer whose goal is to help familiarize Soldiers with the Stryker armored vehicle.

"MODERNIZATION IS NOT JUST TECHNOLOGY BUT, ALSO, ABOUT PEOPLE, CONVICTION AND BELIEF."

- HON. RYAN D. MCCARTHY
UNDER SECRETARY OF THE ARMY